
Table 1

What neighborhood do you live in? How old are you? Would you describe yourself as: Have you attended caucuses before? If you have attended caucuses/endorsement events before, what has worked well? If you have attended caucuses/endorsement events before, what has NOT worked well? If you have NOT attended caucuses before, why? Do you plan on participating in the 2017 Saint Paul Caucuses for School Board and Mayor? In general what are the best times to hold endorsement events (caucuses, conventions)? Would you be more likely to attend caucuses on a weekend? What accommodations do you think are necessary to having a good endorsement process? Will you volunteer to make the 2017 endorsement process successful?

Union Park

Thomas-Dale Frogtown 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Having more volunteers than you need! The presidential caucuses I attended this past year were absolutely chaotic. There were not enough volunteers from the DFL there (I was volunteering for the Bernie campaign, and we ended up basically running the show). Signage was terrible - most people were really confused about where they were supposed to go. Only one person (again, a Bernie volunteer and not someone from the DFL) had a computer there for people to look up their voter info. I understand that the school is a big venue for caucuses, but there were way too many precincts there which made for too many people in one place and too many people not knowing what precinct they're even from.Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Open process where DFLers are made aware of the entire process. Yes

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Electing Delegates Resolutions Yes Saturday Afternoon No Any reasonable and timely request that complies with DFL rules Yes

Dayton's Bluff 25-35 Black/African American;Other Yes Volunteers ushering voters What has not worked well was the amount of time given to vote, voting location, materials, having enough volunteers available, accessibility of voting place including transportation. Yes Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Travel options for folks, varying times including weekend hours, online voting..., Yes

Summit University 35-65 Black/African American Yes Toting children through a crowded building, the long/ late process, especially on a school night. Yes Saturday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Child care, efficient process Maybe

Como 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Almost every caucus that was set up well and planned in advance worked well. Trying to be too ambitious and rush too much. Time is required for a caucus to work. Not wasted time, but planned time. Yes Tuesday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion Disability needs met, interpretation needs met. Yes

Highland Park 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Accomplished tasks laid out.  Fair and equal to all candidates. Too long, disorganized at times, not representative community participating, too difficult to enjoy/understand for new attendees. Yes Tuesday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Morning No Language, accessibility, transportation options, large enough space, clarity of hearing, enough materials, significant volunteers, strong leadership of events, comfortable space Yes

Saint Anthony Park White/Caucasian Only as an observer/volunteer, not as a participant Had other priorities Undecided Monday Evening No Maybe

Fort Road/West 7th 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Yes Tuesday Evening;Saturday Morning No No

Summit Hill 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Yes

Mac-Groveland 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Good preparation and Well organized. In Presidential years, good turn out. Face-to-face meeting good to build civic community. Overwhelmed by attendance  in presidential years. No time to discuss/resolve issue resolutions even though that is what most people really care about. Those with experience know that resolutions/Action Agenda/Platform actually have little legislative effect, in spite of popular support.Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Schools work fine (in spite of miniature furniture) Maybe

Summit University 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Yes Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening No Maybe

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Not much Too crowded; to much time No Saturday Afternoon Yes Timing No

Union Park 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Not much. The process is too complicated with Robert's rules, etc., very little useful gets done in my opinion.   Should be replaced with primaries. Undecided Saturday Morning Yes Not sure how to save this.   The pure number of people who showed up in 2008 to chose between Obama and Clinton make it difficult to accomplish much.  If it was more of an open discussion of what should government do, I think it might be more useful.No

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Getting a read on candidate support. Trying to come up with a platform. No Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening No No

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes greeters at the door the massive crowds, the casual voting process, the lack of organization Yes Tuesday Evening No opinion more volunteers to help guide/direct people and answer questions, voting process instructions clearly laid out and immediately available for review, public posting of process prior to the event, larger space, organizational plan that allows people to get in and out quickly (no lines), paper and pens readily and plentifully available.Maybe

Union Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Candidates provide their positions. Endorsements go to those that bring the most people there, many who are not otherwise involved in the process. Yes Saturday Morning Yes Endorse more than one candidate Yes

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening No Maybe

West Side 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Having people who know the process explain it to new ones. Not having clear information about the process and an agenda for the caucus to follow. Did not know about caucuses Yes Wednesday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Good sound system so that all participants can hear the various speakers. Yes

Mac-Groveland 65+ White/Caucasian Yes I need a way to be more engaged that the last time caucses were held...if people did not attend pre planning meetings...then perhaps their agendas and length of meetings needs to be seriously studied.   People came to join with the neighbors and it felt as if the new structures were all streamlined and very little colorful back and forth that sought and flushed out public opinon....that simply reinforced the "rigged" feeling if not reality.  In order to streamline...something got lost.
Personally I did not like long meetings....but coming together with neighbors and breaking and then regrouping into issues and candidates allowed a process to show my own true inner feelings and developed my capacity to compromise rather than remain in a silent silo.

Yes Wednesday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Hanidcapped access for sure....babysitting so working parents both can attend, times of day that more accomodates those who working schedules prevent them from feeling a part of this process...take that very highly in the consideration of when to hold the endorsement and publicize we want their participation and will work in concrete ways to get them in the door and review\
the guidllines for speaking and really listening to what they have to say....knowing in the end we compromise in our neighborhoods...but working to deepen and develop the voices and concerns we actually HEAR

Maybe

Fort Road/West 7th 65+ Other Yes Lack of space, too few ballots, rooms inaccessible for set up and differently abled voters, inability to change rooms as needed.  More  people needed to register attendees and dire t them to their caucus rooms . Yes Sunday Afternoon Yes See above.  Better coordination of rides to polls.  Massive  outreach to residents of apartments and senior buildings.  On site voting for senior and public housing buildings. Yes

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 65+ Black/African American Yes Elected officials there to help finding meetingplaces.On the spot volunteers to help with the process,Counting ballots,voting on issues,picking delegates to convention. Too much chaos finding meeting rooms;poor signage,having enough ballots No Saturday Afternoon Yes Maybe

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Not involved enough Undecided Thursday Evening;Sunday Afternoon Yes Maybe

Union Park 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Lots of down time if there is a contested race. There should be a quicker way to count ballots. Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon Yes I'd like to see RCV used in the endorsement process. That way there will likely only be one round of voting and it should eliminate the possibility of having no endorsement. I think that this is a better use of RCV rather than in a general election. Since it is in the DFL Platform endorsements are a good opportunity to utilize that method.Maybe

The Greater East Side 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes What I like about caucuses is the great issue discussions that can occur among neighbors, and the St. Paul caucuses I've been to so far do facilitate that. Conventions last too long and the process is opaque to newbies.  I attended the 2016 caucus and the person who was supposed to convene my precinct didn't show, so my husband and I were asked to convene on the spot.  We had no training, and the handouts we were given were too long and complicated to learn and convey on the fly.  Training and support is essential!  (And, yes, both parties should have figured out that the 2016 caucus turnout would be way higher than what they apparently prepared for.)Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes A site that's easy to get to via transit/biking/walking.  FOOD!  Get a friggin' food truck there and invite potluck participation.  Childcare.  Language translation. Maybe

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Small classroom groups Getting people to stay until the end Undecided Thursday Evening No Experience completing progressive issues Maybe

Saint Anthony Park 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Better to be located in your neighborhood.  Central locations have not been user friendly, no parking, etc. See above Yes Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Maybe

Mac-Groveland 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes The events are typically good opportunities to meet candidates and socialize. The time commitment involved is terrible for working families. I have dropped out of participating in the endorsement process because I have three kids and cannot spend hours upon hours of time at multiple weekend days through endorsment. Undecided No The endorsement process would work better if it was more like a primary, where people can come and go over the course of an entire day and enter their preference for a candidate. Better yet, it would helpful to have an online option where people can enter their preference during a certain time period as well. The idea that everyone has to come out on a random weekday night in a limited time block, when people have different schedules and time demand, is ludicrous. And then, if someone want to participate further, they have to commit MORE time to spend an entire weekend day at their ward convention AND THEN another entire weekend day at the city convention. That process is, frankly, undemocratic and exclusive when it should rather be as inclusive as possible.Maybe

Union Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes getting to hear from different candidates and ask them questions that you don't have an opportunity to in other settings it gets very long Yes Tuesday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes what do you mean by accommodations?  Make sure that events are accessible to people with disabilities and those who have children and no childcare.  Would be great if childcare could be available on site for those who might not otherwise  be able to attend.Yes

Union Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Lots of notice, seems like a good number of volunteers. In odd years, it is hard to get participation levels up.  Conventions are particularly hard because they take forever and it is hard to attend for so long. Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes ADA accommodations are necessary; it's hard to schedule a caucus to meet everyone's needs. Yes

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Process created buy-in by the time the candidate was selected. Good opportunity to talk/listen to learn more about the candidates and what various caucus participants liked or didn't about each candidate. All the vote counts took so long. A lot of wasted time. Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No Instant electronic voting instead of paper ballots just for the caucus to shorten the process if this isn't being done already. No

Saint Anthony Park 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Opportunity for neighbors to discuss issues that affect St. Paul When caucuses are not held in easily accessible areas close to where attendees live. Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No Delegates should be seated in such a way that potential candidates can easily reach them for conversations.  Yes

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Years ago I felt that the discussion of issues worked well to shape the party platform. In recent years the process of moving proposals forward has seemed very flawed. Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion No

Payne-Phalen 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes SPFT's strong stand for candidates of color in the '15 school board race in the face of opposition from the Saint Anthony Park mafia. The length of time spent on party-specific business rather than expediting the balloting of candidates.  Yes Tuesday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Yes

Saint Anthony Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Voicing differing ideas Frankly it gets arcane and boring Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Maybe

North End 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes The space is too small when many people want to participate. Yes Saturday Afternoon Yes Ads No

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Good to see old friends. Super delegates.  I may not return because of them. Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No opinion The school is fine.  Actually it is good to meet where our students are incarcerated. Maybe

Como 18-25 White/Caucasian Yes Caucus trainings Yes Sunday Afternoon Yes This is less an accommodation and more a specific area in Saint Paul DFL leadership that could be improved in terms of how volunteers help caucus-goers navigate the process. I want to relate the experience of a first-time caucus participant in 2015, and ask that certain changes be made and share some ideas. 

In order to create a welcoming process for new caucus-goers and while promoting diversity, it's important that credentials committee members and all Saint Paul DFL members are prepared to approach their roles in a respectful and  thoughtful manner - perhaps even undergoing ethics/privacy training to emphasize the seriousness of their role in the process. 

THE SITUATION:
In 2015 someone I know submitted a proxy letter - their first caucus - and there was a credentials issue. A credentials committee member called him to address the issue, and he evidently came off as rude due to a a developmental disorder that affects his demeanor. This member shared the interaction with other Saint Paul DFL members about how he was "rude" on the phone, gossip among the Saint Paul DFL crowd ensued and made its way back to me, and one person who was involved with a campaign brought it up to me and went so far as to suggest that this person was "too stupid" to participate in the process. 
(I did speak with the person who perpetuated the gossip, and asked that she rescind her words from those who she shared this information that should have been kept private with. She did not. (She somewhat bewilderingly apologized to me, but not to the person who she had shared this info about)).

THE PROBLEM AND CONSEQUENCES:
I fear that if we promote diversity in participation without committing to making sure Saint Paul DFL members feel comfortable handling these situations, this could happen again. New folks won't want to participate again, and the process feels ever-more insular, and if they were already nervous about participating, the commonly-held notion that this process is for insiders will be confirmed. 
This person has opted not to participate in Saint Paul DFL caucuses again because of this negative experience. I frankly am hesitant to encourage others to participate in city caucuses until I know that addressing this issue is made a priority by the Saint Paul DFL. This insular environment that can materialize among committee members is counterproductive if we want more people to participate and feel welcome. 

SUGGESTIONS:
Please commit to helping volunteers on the various committees gain the capacity to appropriately interact with new caucus-goers and assist them in the process in a helpful and appropriate way - for disabled people, this is especially important. I think training is one solution, especially for those involved in credentials roles or roles that involve significant interaction with caucus-goers (and those with access to information and data on caucus-goers).
The issue of encouraging diversity and inclusion - and providing an inclusive space for diversity in a thoughtful, intentional way, is REALLY important to me, so please contact me (651-472-1907) if I can provide more insight or recommendations on how to remedy this issue for 2017 caucuses. 

FURTHER NOTES:
(the above notes are very long - I very much appreciate you  reading and considering my input)
I know that the last thing the DFL would want to do is produce a humiliating or traumatic experience for a person interested in participating for the first time. But let's not assume that simply repeating adages about valuing diversity prepares us to deal with the sticky situations that sometimes come with it - or even treat those new participants with respect and help them navigate the role in a good way. The privacy of participants must be considered  - it doesn't matter if they are "rude." I see these sort of situations as unfortunate but perhaps necessary growing pains that are part of the path to change!

Yes

West Side 65+ White/Caucasian Only as an observer/volunteer, not as a participant Had other priorities;Thought they were boring Undecided Monday Evening;Wednesday Evening No opinion School Maybe

Summit University 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Opportunity to participate with others Timing, lack of organization, length of events Yes Monday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Child care, opportunities for people not present to participate Maybe

Como 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening No opinion Maybe

Hamline Midway 65+ White/Caucasian Yes A good caucus chair who explains things for newbies and keeps things moving along so we're not there all night. can be hard/impossible to attend if one has work commitments or can't get a baby sitter. Can feel like an elite process run by party pols. Undecided No opinion Maybe

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes No

Saint Anthony Park 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes The more organized it is, the faster people get out of there. Probably literally everything else. Caucuses and endorsements are a huge barrier to women, young people, POC, the disabilities community, and more. They are the epitome of insider baseball. Yes Saturday Afternoon Yes I think there should be instruction sheets, a thorough engagement process, loud enough speakers for people to hear things, translation services available, and clear directions. Maybe

West Side 65+ Other Yes Listening to candidates tell their story Usually low turn out, usually the same old faces show up. Rarely " new blood " show up Undecided Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening No Good candidates , fresh faces fresh ideas , meat and potatoes questions and not the usual suspects . Maybe

Union Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Talking with neighbors, interacting with newcomers, community discussions of issues crowds, lines, people get impatient Yes Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Afternoon No opinion good seating, adjustments for hearing impaired. Please no flashing lights Yes

Fort Road/West 7th 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Not enough seating, running out of ballots, slow check-in lines. Yes Saturday Afternoon No opinion Maybe

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Not much. Rooms were too small for the number of attendees; conflicting information was provided; incorrect information (I later discovered) was provided by a party rep who claimed to know...; there was no parking and we had to circle/take turns. Central High seemed an odd location for where we live.Undecided Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Not sure. Maybe

Union Park 18-25 Yes They take way too long. The voting process of collecting pieces of papers and tallying votes shouldn't take so long.  When I attended the St. Paul city DFL convention back in April 2015, the process took a whole 9 HOURS.  There is no way it should require 9 hours to count votes.

I believe that party insiders intentionally stall out these conventions and caucuses to make first-time attendees hate the process and never want to do it again.  If the goal of the St. Paul DFL is to be more inclusive, stop wasting peoples' time!

Yes Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning Yes Speed up the voting process.  If the process goes slow again, at least provide food for attendees... Maybe

Union Park 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes On slow election years it's worked just fine. On big ones, terribly. Lack of order, the incredibly long time the process takes. Undecided Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening No opinion Organization, simplicity, clear directions, assistance for first timers to not feel intimidated and overwhelmed. Maybe

Como 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Clear direction about location and process before and during the event. Disorganization, volunteers not informed or able to answer questions Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening No Good PA systems so all can hear all speakers No

North End 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Diverse group nformation Crowds Undecided Monday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion Maybe

The Greater East Side 65+ White/Caucasian Yes time Undecided Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening No ? No

now out of town, own housing in W. 7th 35-65 Other Yes good leadership by a precinct captain who can let people speak but keep it under contral Not having enough volunteers lined up in contested elections of great interest to the public- AND- the fact that the caucus is very limited to who can attend and become involved due to time of day and day of the week. Do this in a Saturday afternoon instead of a Tuesday evening. It only serves the base and it feels intimidating to newcomers. Also you need to put out better education in advance of the primary both mailers for those who don't have digital means and good tech for those who do.Undecided Saturday Afternoon Yes A large well organized space with water, near bathrooms, a supervised play space for children, ADA accessible and hold in the afternoon so shift workers can attend. It's exhausting to get up so early on a day where they worked a late shift the night before. No

Highland Park 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Ending caucus on a timely basis because of my work schedule NA Undecided Tuesday Evening No Accessibility for people who have difficulty with stairs Maybe

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 25-35 Asian Yes Usually never goes well if a contended position. It is the same usual wannabe white gatekeepers who preach the DFL diversity statement then business as usual. The system is created for the priviledged. Our working class especially people of color community continues to be disenfranchised by this process. Undecided Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Inclusiveness. Ya know damn well that party is a white boy's club. Stop tokenizing people of color. Maybe

Dayton's Bluff 35-65 Asian Yes There was really no lack of training of what a caucus was. There were hardly any interpreter. Many people were in chaos because they thought they were at the voting polls already. Yes Saturday Morning Yes Caucus training for first timers. Save the committee and speeches for later. There must be a process where it can not take longer than 6 hours. Very intimidating for many people who are not English speakers and have no knowledge of the process.Yes

Union Park 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Meeting and talking with neighbors Difficult to get to / know about, lots of process and procedure, inefficient Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Childcare, simplified rules, cutting out some of the extraneous speeches. Maybe

Hamline Midway 65+ White/Caucasian Yes The agenda/process works pretty well. Space is always an issue. Not enough time for substantive discussion Yes Monday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning Accessible locations Yes

North End 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Having things like straw polls at the beginning, rather than the end. At Senate district conventions:
Having the thing most people are there for (endorsing candidates) near the end.
 Walking caucus - newcomers don't understand how it works. 
Worst: when officeholders show up and are allowed to interrupt convention business to give a speech. I understand they have to visit several district conventions in one day but it is disruptive.

Undecided Saturday Afternoon Yes Enough space for anticipated number or attendants.
Contacting potential attendants ahead of time so they have time to write resolution proposals.
Have some process where anyone who voted for the Iraq War or Patriot Act is ineligible for endorsement. OK, I know I'm dreaming on that one.

Maybe

Dayton's Bluff 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Having a plan and meeting place sufficient for a large group of attendees. Failing to accommodate for large crowds and requiring participants to be very assertive just to register their thoughts or votes. Undecided Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening No opinion Allowing input from members who cannot be present. Maybe

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Meeting neighbors Boring business, boring speeches by elected s, disorganized unprepared and white privilege Yes Wednesday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Translation, sufficient staff Maybe

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes organized by rooms and areas more signage as to where to go Undecided Monday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon No Maybe

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes It was pretty chaotic and the process wasn't clear. Undecided Saturday Morning Yes I think that the space needs to be big enough for all the people. Maybe

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Often confused, crowded, and time consuming. Undecided No I really dislike caucuses. Used to attend, often do not any longer. Too many people on soapboxes. I just want to vote, and leave. No

Downtown 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Yes Thursday Evening No No

Hamline Midway 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Great work by chairs/co chairs Bad drop rules Yes Sunday Morning Yes Food/Drink/Bathrooms/Parking Yes

Highland Park 65+ White/Caucasian Yes voting to see where we stand Confusing and not organized No Monday Evening No Maybe

Highland Park 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Identifying and talking to DFL neighbors. In Pres years, very little worked well. Pres election years have been chaos, and confusing to newcomers. At least one person had to stand at the door all night to handle newbies. Yes Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion handicapped accessibility, and ways of getting seniors there if they can't get out at night No

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Convenient location. Caucus process for the day was chaotic and lacked organization.  Party insiders/politicos and others well-situated within the party did not explain the process, terms, pros/cons of decisions or engage non-insider citizen participants.  This survey assumes that all people understand the nature/definition/processes related to city of St. Paul caucuses and endorsement events.  I would benefit from understanding the caucus and endorsement process and how they relate to each other.Undecided Saturday Morning Yes First, it is necessary to make sure that citizens understand "the endorsement process" as it currently exists in order to recommend improvements and accommodations.  Process transparency, accountability and openness are imperative.  Physical accommodations would include access to public transportation to the location, building access, sufficient space to comfortably accommodate participants.  Large screen to project agenda, discussion items and other matters.  Follow up to participants and the general public about outcomes of the process [news media, social media, websites].Maybe

Summit University 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Yes Tuesday Evening No opinion Maybe

Summit Hill 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Takes too much time Yes Monday Evening No No

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Discussion periods about issues voting and selection of delegates Yes Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion More facilitated discussion with neutral facilitator Maybe

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 25-35 White/Caucasian No Did not know about caucuses;Did not know when they were;Had other prioritiesUndecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon No opinion Parking and centrally located location for people to attend. Maybe

Fort Road/West 7th 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes non presidential years run smoothly, but fewer people presidential years are a cluster. DFL needs to be prepared for more people. It is a huge turnoff to the process of first timers come and it is a disaster. Contingency plans need to be in place if more people show up than expected. 
Signage and directions. There can never be too much.

Yes Monday Evening No I work weekends. There needs to be options for people. One time only doesn't work. There should be an opportunity for folks during the day and the evening. Many of us don't work 9-5, M-Fri. Maybe

Payne-Phalen 25-35 Hispanic/Latino No Yes Friday Evening Yes Yes

Downtown 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Strong drop off rules. I find it strange we do not use IRV rules to endorse. Weak drop off rules Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon Yes A room and seating that allows delegates to interact Maybe

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes variety of issues and causes presented Takes way tooooo much time, and only the pre-determined party people seem to get selected to participate. Undecided Tuesday Evening No Larger geographic gatherings? Maybe

Dayton's Bluff 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes proportional representation (as long as there is a way for people with little mobility to participate) Understaffing, undertraining - I volunteered to help but nobody told me what I needed to do and I had to figure it out on my own.  At my first caucus!

Also, DFL needs to train its people on their own current language surrounding gender.  GENDER.  The language is not "opposite sexes", it's not "opposite genders," it's "different genders."  To repeat, not "male and female" (that is SEX and I assure you it would be incredibly bad press to ask to look into our pants to participate in the political process), not "women and men," but bare minimum "women" and "men" and "other."  DFL also needs a process to figure out how they will highlight the gender language BEFORE caucus activities get underway so that people are aware of the rules and decide more carefully rather than spur of the moment what comfort level they have if they are on the border of multiple gender categories.  If not, everyone in a group is making assumptions about who is and is not eligible based on what we all look like, and that is a really quick way for an underrepresented category to get unintentionally erased from the process.

Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening No language interpreters, physical accessibility for hard of hearing and physical disabilities (this can include chairs to sit down in) Maybe

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes General, for both: Incredibly confusing for anyone except caucus/endorsement geeks ;-), becomes a great social gathering but therefore too noisy and hard to hear candidate speeches, super wide variety of speakers confuses people about who's running THIS TIME (and for what) and who's not, feels very unwelcoming to new participants (meaning anyone who hasn't gone every year for decades, and according to THEM), includes a lot of important party business that seems irrelevant and distracting to many people, spends too much time moving people around and not enough on substance and how to differentiate among candidates. Best intentions (and recent good progress) notwithstanding, the SP DFL really does NOT reach out to and welcome newcomers -- yes, activists who come to us, but not those who don't... That includes Millennials, people of Color, non-native-English speakers, people in poverty, etc. And we have to figure this out PDQ because that's the present/future of St Paul...! Endorsing conventions only: The process leading up to and the conventions themselves favor candidates who know how to "work" the system, either as an incumbent or newcomer backed by semi-professional political organizers. I'd love if we as the SP DFL provided some standardized baseline guidance and information for first-time/new candidates so they do or don't receive endorsement based on their *merits* vs. early access to expertise. (Yes, of course, the ability to run a successful campaign is critical -- but I would hope that we "ensure" that following our endorsement...not exclude so many people way before then...) Yes No opinion Maybe

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Listening to candidates Too disorganized People not knowing what they are doing. Same people doing same thing. Not organized to deal with large crowds. Not planning ahead Yes No opinion People knowing what they are doing. Organization !!!!!! Yes

Union Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes registration. credentials. Not enough time to discuss any issues. Just going through the motions. Lots of people come to caucusses just to vote for their candidate but are not involved in the party at all don't seem to know anything about the issues. Yes Saturday Morning Yes  Endorse multiple candidates. Yes

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Pre-printed sign-up sheets of previous caucus attendees in precinct;  postcard mailing prior to precinct caucus that includes room in building that precinct is being held; volunteers at all entrances to direct people to correct precinct; caucus training for precinct convenors; maps of precincts/wards/house districts for area, including beyond just that particular ward/senate district with information on where other caucus locations are; strong, efficient, fair chairs that understand the rules and parliamentary requirements; food/water/pop available for purchase (or letting everyone know way upfront it won't be available), but not having enough is a huge problem; resolutions debate at the end of convention; adequate parking and signage outside; as much information up front for convenor as possible; paper for delegates/alternates list a bright color that stands out so easy to find in mass of paperwork; lots of volunteers to help get folks to right place; a good credential committee process for upgrading of alternates- and a strong, fair committee to do so;Precinct caucuses in the same auditorium as the convention on the same night is really hard to facilitate because of the noise level and lack of maneuverability around chairs/rows in the Highland Jr High Auditorium that we've used for the last 20 plus years; not only did the elderly have trouble hearing, so did our high school students! We should have had a room, and then moved to the auditorium when we were done with the precinct portion; our precinct has been in the band room in even numbered years for the last couple caucuses- it is really not handicapped accessible or easy to get around because of the risers and music stands for the band; the room is really just not conducive to holding a caucus with older folks; chairs that are not strong, don't know rules, or have a bias; credential committees that do not upgrade alternates properly; teller rooms that take 1, 2 hours to count a ballot; not enough room for our ward or senate district at the convention- we are always shorted several seats for our delegation and it is always problematic; NOT ENOUGH parking at the convention site- my folks are elderly, but not handicapped, and there is no way my 81 year old father will walk the several blocks needed at sites like Central HS; no food or beverage at convention; not enough paper ballots; maps were not provided at entry way and there were not enough volunteers to direct people; should have had a map of school with precinct labeled for each room at each entrance; chairs that do not explain what is happening during the convention; again, having our precinct caucus and ward convention in the same auditorium is incredibly difficult and was a terrible, frustrating experience; bathroom situation at highland junior high is not good- it is a very long walk;Yes Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Chair of convention should take a few minutes at the beginning of convention for the benefit of the new people, to explain process, highlight some of the key rules, and generally explain what is going to happen. Very transparent chairs that explain what is happening during the convention. 

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 65+ White/Caucasian No Too large of a crowd/parking problem Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening No Full information about the candidates and their experience. Maybe

Dayton's Bluff 25-35 Asian Yes The q and a time with candidates and elected officials. The room set ups, lack of signage and assistance for navigating the building, no agenda, Robert's rules, and lack of interpretation. Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Morning Yes Interpreting services, eliminate Robert's rules, Yes

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Yes No No Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes available time and good space for everyone to attend No

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Have a set agenda,so the evening is not wasted. Each person should be allowed only 2-3 minutes max. to share this viewpoint or innovative proposals. Have a chair appointed prior to start of caucus. Meeting Representative or person running for office prior to start of the caucus. A brief meet & greet at opening of the caucus.Too many people crowed into small rooms ( example- held at local schools). Disorganized. Too much time spent on one person or point of view/proposal. Yes Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Having many volunteers to help with all levels of activities. Plus having  specific public officials on hand to circulate throughout the caucus/event would be helpful also. A grassroots approach , by appointing or voluntary appointment of precinct captain /team lead for each district,caucus, and /or event would help streamline the process. Maybe

Summit Hill 65+ White/Caucasian Yes D64 -STATE  and city 16 have been good at fielding events The caucus for presidential delegates was  rather confusing on the floor collections Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes lots of seats and good  big labels & directions Maybe

Union Park 65+ Yes Group participation Chaotic, crowded, no
Parking 

Yes Tuesday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Prefer to eliminate caucuses No

Payne-Phalen 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes The caucuses have NOT worked well, cramped in a small room and seems like a platform is already performed and any idea can make it on the platform at caucus but none at the county level.  There were not enough ballots which is unforgivable.See above. Did not know about caucuses Undecided Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Sunday Afternoon No opinion public notice of meeting times and locations No

Summit University 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Way too long in general. Long waits between ballots. Yes Saturday Morning;Sunday Morning No Electronic balloting!  Figure out a way to get the will of the group quickly. Yes

Summit University 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes I would prefer a longer window of time so more people can vote Yes Saturday Afternoon Yes Maybe

Hamline Midway 65+ White/Caucasian Yes People meeting together. New people unclear on the concept of Party Yes Tuesday Evening Yes Party & parlimentary process education Yes

Highland Park 65+ White/Caucasian Yes gives opportunity for issues to be heard too long, sorting out of issues, sub-caucusing too crazy, would  choose a  primaries and surveys of issues Yes Saturday Morning Yes candidates well stated positions on critical issues of our city and schools No

The Greater East Side 65+ White/Caucasian Yes well organized events Yes Monday Evening;Thursday Evening No interpreters, explanation of process at beginning of event-sign in Yes

North End 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Accessibility to participate, but it could be better. · Locations need to be more accessable
· Better acoustics 
· Being able to sit with their delegations.

Yes Saturday Morning Yes · Having things on screen and legible 
· Having materials in lager print on request 
· Having ESL & ELL interpreters

Yes

Summit University 18-25 White/Caucasian Yes The process was intuitive It was extremely crowded and hard to park, and they had run out of ballots so were just passing out pieces of scrap paper- very disorganized. It was not clear where to go once I entered the building and it was pretty hectic. No Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening Yes I think that it could be more organized at the caucus locations. Also, if people know beforehand that caucusing does not take a long time, they may be more likely to do it- I was under the impression that it would involve spending a lot of time, but it was actually pretty quickNo

North End 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes having interpreters for Mung speakers Way to many people wanting to cast ballots for president but not do other work Yes Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Signs in various languages, Roberts in various languages, interpreters Yes

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes presentations by candidates vote tallying takes so long, multiple tallies wears people out and attendance dwindles Yes Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon Yes childcare, located on good transit/bike routes, orientation for new participants Maybe

Como 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Prior access to all contested person running. Yes Tuesday Evening No more chances for new people running for office Yes

Downtown 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes I think the caucus works well when the day is introduced and closed in unifying terms. We agree so much more than we disagree, and the day should be framed as an opportunity to get to know our fellow DFL neighbors; folks should be reminded that no matter who comes out ahead in the end, we all need to come together in the fall to work hard for our candidates and ensure continued progress for our community.I attended a caucus once when I was new to Minnesota, and my experience was a negative one. Fellow Democrats were rude to each other for supporting different candidates, and the day dragged on for hours. Thought they were confusing;Thought they were boring;Didn't feel welcomeNo Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Morning No opinion No

Saint Anthony Park 35-65 White/Caucasian No Didn't know how to participate in caucuses Undecided Saturday Afternoon Yes Coffee Yes

Downtown 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Bringing people together with different viewpoints Communication as to how things work or operate Yes Tuesday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Ability considerations and effective communication as to what's occurring. Yes

North End 35-65 White/Caucasian No Had other priorities Undecided Tuesday Evening Yes Maybe

Como 35-65 Black/African American Yes The  locations used in the past have strict time constraints and the caucus seemed rushed due to the heavy amount of questions and overall participation from our ward. Yes Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning Yes Large area, plenty of restrooms and availability to refreshments or the ability to have them present. Maybe

Summit University 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes The voting works. The business/resolutions segment always feels generally useless.  A neighborhood ward expressing opinions on international policy smacks of sadness.  No Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening Yes Room, lots of room with no crowdedness.  No

Como 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Only a few people there who are familiar with the process with the rest of us not sure what to do. Thought they were confusing;Had other priorities;Thought they were boringUndecided Monday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion Publicizing and/or sending out information ahead of time about how it works. No

Eastview-Conway-Battle Creek-Highwood Hills 35-65 Black/African American;Hispanic/Latino;OtherYes Yes.  I like it on the weekends not having a clear understanding of the process or rules Yes Saturday Afternoon Yes Yes

Thomas-Dale Frogtown 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes The process works well for those who understand it. As the most recent past Ward 1 Co-chair,  I found that the process did not facilitate participation for newer immigrant citizens. I will be working with the new Co chairs of our Ward,  but many changes should be addressed by the DFL.  I'd be happy to share my observations, experiences and recommendations with others.Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No opinion Translators,  more trainings,  review of caucus procedures. Yes

Saint Anthony Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes events that are well planned out, having someone who can get the conversation going again is someone tries to use roberts rules to slow it down rooms far from entrances and not clearly marked, small rooms Yes Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No Yes

Hamline Midway 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Meeting room large enough to accomodate all attendees; people willing to hold or otherwise engage small children accompanying parents; flexibility of leaders (change order of events if necessary); Large crowd  and inadequate seating; people "grandstanding" Undecided Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Space - large; handicap accessability (I can't stand long - must sit); prefer daylight Maybe

Saint Anthony Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Caucuses Caucuses Yes Saturday Morning Yes Just be sure the facility is accessible. Maybe

Hamline Midway 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion Child care. Translation. Somehow involving people in the process who can't personally attend, perhaps making proxy letters on par with attending caucuses. For the convention figuring out remote involvement is also key otherwise it can end up in a situation where the winning candidate has supporters who can just outlast other candidates' supporters.No

Union Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Events chaired by a capable chair person Events with a lot of candidates that were run by an inept chair Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No Accessibility: Standard ADA accommodations. Also, provide food and childcare. Maybe

Summit Hill 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes community feeling difficulty getting to caucus No Saturday Morning Yes No

Thomas-Dale Frogtown 35-65 Asian Yes The separate rooms for each precincts. Language, time/date, and explanation of procedures are challenges. Yes Monday Evening;Saturday Morning Yes People walking away understanding the process and able to participate. Yes

Dayton's Bluff 18-25 Asian Yes Paid organizers Local caucus spaces were too crowded and not enough volunteers or material. Yes Monday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening No opinion Adequate material, transparent agenda. Yes

Payne-Phalen 25-35 Asian Yes People were nice. Horrible, people are misinformed about the process. There are first timers and people of color who are not being represented. There are no interpreters nor signs that are in different languages. 

There were no reminders: phone calls, mails, or email about the next round of caucuses. The location of the precinct caucuses are horrible. People were not able to go into their rooms until after squeezing and pushing for an hour. 

Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Have signs in different languages, have people who are multilingual help with interpretation, there must be an easier way to talk about the process for 1st timers, and the location must be secured to hold all voters. Yes

Thomas-Dale Frogtown 18-25 Asian Yes There was good participation during caucuses, and people were quiet and respectful in the room while others were speaking. Limited parking.. . NEED MORE SIGNS TO INCREASE VISIBILITY FOR CAUCUS ATTENDEES. Yes Friday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Various language translation. Increase diverse turnout. Maybe

The Greater East Side 18-25 Asian Yes Having enogh staff. Not enough staff. Disorganized. Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon Yes Food! Maybe

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Too chaotic.  Long and dull. I'd rather have a primary vote. Undecided Monday Evening;Wednesday Evening No Good acoustics.  A non-depressing location, e.g. not the auditoriums in our high schools.  A facilitator. No

Como 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Walking subcaucus - no knowledge from conveners.  May want official help in caucuses where you expect competitive race, i.e. party officers from Minneapolis and surrounding cities floating in Wards expected to be competitive, and able to help make walking subcaucus work..  Also, MUST have adequate space, microphone setup, etc. Easy-to-understand handouts highlighting key points of walking sub caucus. DO combine caucus and Ward conventions, which is one of many reasons you wanna do this on a Saturday, I think. Oh, I know, Saturdays are the Jewish Sabbath. You'll never win with everyone.Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes On-site childcare with licensed childcare providers for convention at least (sign-up ahead of time to ensure proper staffing ratios), I could help find folks who would fill that bill; language translation to the extent practicable, at convention at least, survey needs of delegates to inform translation needs; speed stuff up at every step by wholly eliminating irrelevant speakers (who even when they "fill in the downtime" inevitably slow things down)...oh I know the rules committee in theory decides stuff like this, but a strongly-worded direction from the City Central Committee could help things like this along.Yes

Hamline Midway 35-65 Hispanic/Latino Only as an observer/volunteer, not as a participant Having lots of volunteers and translators on site Walking sub-caucuses. What the hell is that? These things take all day so many people don't have the time or inclination to give up a day. Yes Saturday Morning Yes Translators. Snacks. Quick breaks. Music. Volunteer childcare. No

Union Park 18-25 White/Caucasian Yes Opportunity to discuss issues. Making sure people are in their respective precinct rooms. Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Interpreters No

Payne-Phalen 35-65 White/Caucasian No      location & time...i dont drive & the neighborhood is not safe to walk No Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion transportation No

Payne-Phalen 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Many many people arrive and are very confused about what needs to happen. Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Afternoon No Need enough space for expected attendees to be comfortable. Maybe

North End 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Nothing to many times to return to multiple events, poor registration, lack of explanation of process, etc. Yes Saturday Morning Yes do caucus and convention same day.   Much easier for people to give up on day.  Limits costs on campaigns, and makes candidates work to get people out. Yes

Highland Park 35-65 Yes People pitching-in to make the event happen as there's always loose ends. Participants' awareness of what's going on... of what to expect. Undecided Saturday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Plenty of advanced-notice of when the event will occur.  Easily-identifiable, knowledgeable "go-to" people for participants with questions. Maybe

Thomas-Dale Frogtown 25-35 Black/African American No Poor Venues, feeling alienated. Thought they were confusing;Did not know when they were;Thought they were boring;Didn't feel welcomeUndecided Monday Evening;Thursday Evening No Safe spaces for people of color No

Summit University 35-65 Other Yes I Didn't know about the time.  How long of a day it would be. Undecided Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion I will have to think about it and look over the process Maybe

Summit University 35-65 Other Yes I Didn't know about the time.  How long of a day it would be. Undecided Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion I will have to think about it and look over the process Maybe

Summit Hill 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Not much. Too long, drawn out and complicated for newcomers. All the walking caucuses etc. Too much need to be an insider to understand how the whole process works. Undecided No opinion Make it simple for people to participate. Have 5 - 10 minute statements from each candidate or their representative; then use a ranked choice ballot to choose an endorsee rather than having people forced to hang around for hours while ballots are counted, and then, often, for further rounds of voting..Maybe

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Took too long Yes Yes No

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Surprised by how well organized presidential voting was this past year. The main problem is the time commitment. It just takes too damn long. Party activities (e.g. recruiting vice chairs etc.) need to be streamlined. And tell anyone who is NOT running for an endorsement to shut up. We don't need to hear from the mayor or legislators or whomever. It eats up immense amounts of time, especially at city-level caucus.Time commitment, conflicts of interest Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning Yes Caucuses are still being run on a 19th century model -- get everyone in a room at the same time etc. It would be really nice to see parties experiment with technology-aided means to have an asynchronous community conversation.

The Greater East Side 65+ Asian;White/Caucasian Yes Experienced people who step forward to run each caucus.  Lack of good signage to direct people to where they need to go. Poor sound systems. Not enough printed ballots . Yes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning No opinion Handicap accessibility for bathrooms and location. Good parking. Ability to keep the noise level down. Maybe

Downtown 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Didn't feel welcome Undecided Saturday Afternoon Yes Single interest groups such as the Saint Paul Teachers Union should not dominate the caucuses at the exclusion of everyday taxpaying citizens of Saint Paul. Perhaps it is time to end the DFL endorsement process altogether for non-partisan positions such as the school board if the DFL is going to continue to allow itself to be taken over by single interest groups spending big money to support their candidates. I am a loyal DFLer but the process I have seen at some of the recent endorsing conventions for school board have left me feeling very alienated from the party. Another idea would be to eliminate the idea of using a caucus system for something more inclusive. Maybe

Summit Hill 65+ White/Caucasian Yes Not much. Too long, drawn out and complicated for newcomers. All the walking caucuses etc. Too much need to be an insider to understand how the whole process works. Undecided No opinion Make it simple for people to participate. Have 5 - 10 minute statements from each candidate or their representative; then use a ranked choice ballot to choose an endorsee rather than having people forced to hang around for hours while ballots are counted, and then, often, for further rounds of voting..Maybe

Union Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes A chance to hear from neighbors on what issues they are concerned about. Process is confusing and time consuming. Yes Thursday Evening No Child care Maybe

The Greater East Side 35-65 White/Caucasian No Didn't feel welcome No Saturday Morning Yes You need to stop endorsing school board candidates. Let the community make of their own minds. Allowing a union to control that process is not democracy. Maybe

Payne-Phalen 25-35 White/Caucasian No Did not know when they were Undecided Monday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Maybe

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Arriving as early as possible. No Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Wednesday Evening;Thursday Evening;Friday Evening;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon No opinion No

Highland Park 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes large rooms, well-organized, sufficient volunteer staff Undecided Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes use a variety of outreach methods - mail, email, tweets, FB No

Como 25-35 Black/African American Yes The early vote The lack of planning for big crowds or working parents. Undecided Saturday Afternoon Yes Primary voting. If not, a large convention area with multiple breakout rooms. Maybe

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian No Did not know about caucuses;Thought they were confusing;Did not know when they were;Had other priorities;Thought they were boringUndecided Saturday Morning;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Ability to receive feedback from those groups others ignore. Give a voice to those without a voice. Maybe

Payne-Phalen 25-35 White/Caucasian Yes 2016 presidential Undecided Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Afternoon Yes Interpreters.transportation Yes

Mac-Groveland 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Training the leaders, having all the paperwork ready, doing as much as possible electronically Running the event in a raucous way, so only the insiders know what's going on, letting outsiders make noise or be on the floor. Like the Ward 3 convention a few years ago. Yes Tuesday Evening;Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Making sure the leaders are neutral, welcoming newcomers instead of plowing through everything as quickly as possible. Maybe

Downtown 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes Feeling it produces of everyone who attends having a voice. Off topic rambling of people with pet causes given too much time. Yes Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon Yes Pre-caucus education about how the process works-could be done one hour before the official start and through media. Maybe

Summit Hill 35-65 White/Caucasian Yes They are not welcoming to people that are unwilling / uninterested in discussing arcane issues. They also tend to be controlled by people that are pushing their own small issues. As a result, they take up a lot of time and the time does not feel like it is truly productive or focused on larger leadership questions.Yes Monday Evening;Thursday Evening No Maybe

Hamline Midway 35-65 White/Caucasian Only as an observer/volunteer, not as a participant Thought they were confusing;Had other priorities;Didn't feel welcome;Caucuses seem to attract a very homogenous crowd in my neighborhood. Would like to see the process be more welcoming to the diverse residents in our area, not just for the white well-educated and politically active or connected. Undecided Saturday Morning;Saturday Afternoon;Sunday Morning;Sunday Afternoon Yes Maybe

North End 35-65 White/Caucasian No Didn't feel welcome Yes Thursday Evening;Saturday Morning;Sunday Morning No opinion access to public transportation, disability access, a lot of staff to welcome new individuals Maybe

North End 25-35 White/Caucasian No Thought they were confusing;Did not know when they were;Didn't feel welcomeYes Monday Evening;Tuesday Evening;Thursday Evening No opinion Yes
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